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Product

multiple

factor

number sentence

silent stick using white board
backwards

Counting stick 4x tables

0 4 8 12 16 20 24

LO: To recall 6x table facts

4, 40, 400

Aug 415:20

Mental maths challenge

4 x    = 36

÷ 4 =12

4 x 11 = 44

9

3

answers
LO: To recall 4x table facts

Aug 610:32

LO. I can read and write numbers in 
numerals and words.

sc
I must know the value of each digit in a number.

I should recognise numbers in figures and words

I could spell 'teen', 'hundred', 'thousand' correctly.

Revisit

Aug 508:06

 Say in words the value of the 
highlighted digit.

a)6145

b)1876

c)46810

d)7061

6000

6

600

60

MWB Challenge: Now pick a 
number and write in words

six thousand

six

six hundred

sixty
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Now challenge yourself...select a 
number and write it all in words.

23

32

48

623

3920

1488

10466

27984

50673

Write in words the value of 
the whole number.

LO. I can read and write numbers in numerals 
and words.
 

10/9/19

Aug 610:57

Can you help me match these numbers ?

One is missing!!!!

66

6

50173

4903

98
sixty six

nintey eight

fifty thousand one hundred and seventy 
& three

eight hundred and forty five

four thousand nine hundred and three

Aug 616:34

Your Task

3 bags full. 
Choose a level you feel you can manage. Once you have completed 4 QUESTIONS, 

have them checked and try some from the next level.

Finished? self assess and peer assess.

sc
I must know the value of each digit in a number.

I should recognise numbers in figures and words

I could spell 'teen', 'hundred', 'thousand' correctly.

Aug 617:24

Plenary:misconception
TP: Have I managed to meet the success criteria?

916

Six hundred and thirty four.

nine, one and six

60034

sc
I must know the value of each digit in a number.

I should recognise numbers in figures and words

I could spell 'teen', 'hundred', 'thousand' correctly.

Sep 208:40 pm

Misconception
What is the value of the hundreds 

column?

6846
The value of the hundreds column is 84 

because there is 84 in the hundreds 
column.
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